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Ace
ANOTHER TIME, ANOTHER PLACE
Anthony, Mark
AROUND THE WAY GIRLS (story collections)
Ashley (aka Ashley & Jaquavis)
Azarel
Baker, T.N.
Barnes, Erica
Benjamin, J.M.
Birch, Dywane
Blue, Treasure E.
Brandie
Brickhouse, Linda
Brown, Tracy
Bryant, Niobia
Buckley, Michelle
Bullock, Kevin
Burgess, Matt
Carter, Quentin
Cash
CAT HOUSE (stories)
Cheekes, Shonda
CHOCOLATE FLAVA (stories)
Chunichi
Clark, Wahida
Clarke, R. Moreen
Clarke, Vegas
Cole, K.
CONCRETE JUNGLE (stories)
Cook, Janet Stevens
Covington, Michael
D., Jackie
Desiree, Dawn
Diamond, De’nesha
DIAMOND PLAYGIRLS (stories)
Ellis, Nishwanda
Endy
Ervin, Keisha
Eubanks, Sabrina
Fields, Anthony
Fifty Cent
Fournier, Tammy
FULL-FIgURED 3 (stories)
GAME: short stories about the life
GANGSTER AND A GENTLEMAN
Gentles, Trustice
GIRLS FROM DA HOOD (stories)
Givens, David
Glenn, Roy
Goines, Donald
Gray, Erick S.
Hampton, Brenda
Hatter, Alastair
Hawthorne, Tash
HEARTBREAKER (stories)
Hernandez, Treasure
Hill, Ernest (Family ties)
Hilton, Erica
Hobbs, Allison
Holliday, Geneva
Holmes, Shannon
HONEY FLAVA (story collection)
Hudson, C.J.
Hunter, Angel
Iceberg Slim
Ice-T
J., Anna,
Jackie D.
JaQuavis,
Jenkins, Nikki
Jihad
Johnson, Dwayne
Johnson, Cachet
Johnson, Keith Lee
Johnson, R.M.
Jones, Solomon
Joseph, Dwayne
Joy
Khama, Kimathi
King, Aliva S.
King, Darrell
King, Deja
King, Joy
KP, Miss
K’wan
Lee, Darrien
Lennox, Lisa
LIFESTYLES OF THE RICH AND SHAMELESS
LIPSTICK DIARIES 2 (stories)
Little, Terra
Luckett, Jonathan
Malone, Mikal
Martin, Victor L.
Mayer, Deborah
McCall, Amaleka
McNair, E.R.
McNeal, Mallori
Meadows, Damon
MENACE : STORIES
Miasha
Miller, Monique
Mink, Meesha
Monay, Michelle
Moore, Shavon
Moore, Y. Blak
Nichole, Alexis
NIKKI TURNER PRESENTS Street Chronicles:
Women’s work
NIKKI TURNER PRESENTS Street Chronicles:
Backstage
NIKKI TURNER PRESENTS Street Chronicles:
Christmas in the Hood
NIKKI TURNER PRESENTS Street Chronicles:
Girls in the Game
NIKKI TURNER PRESENTS Street Chronicles:
Tales from da Hood
Nikki-Michelle
Noire
Oasis
Ojikutu, Bayo
Parks, Electa Rome
Perkins, Suzetta
Pete, Eric
Phillips, D.Y.
Poole, Daaimah
Poole, Jason
Queen Pen
ReChella
Redd
Relentless Aaron
Rhodes, Evie
Ridley, Tonya
Rivers, A.J.
Russell, Trista
Sanders, Mike
Santiago, Danielle
Santiago, Nisa
Sapphire
Scott, Lena
SENSUALITY : Caramel flava 2 (stories)
Seven
Shakur, Sanyika
Sher, Sherri
Simmons, Jacki
Slater, Thomas
SLEEPING WITH THE ENEMY (Wahida Clark &
Kiki Swinson)
Smith, Curtis
Snoop Dogg
Souljah, Sistah
Storm
Stringer, Vickie
Styles, Toy
SUCCULENT: chocolate flava II
Sullivan, Leo L.
Swinson, Kiki
T.I.
Tiphani
Tucker, Pat
Turner, Nikki
Tysha
Velvet
Walker, Nichelle
Walker, Sherrie
Washington, Jesse John
WHAT’S REALLY HOOD (story collection)
Whitaker, Tu-Shonda
Williams, K. Roland
Williams, Karen (Lynn)
Williams, KaShamba
Woods, Teri
Zane
Z-RATED : Chocolate Flava III

PUBLISHERS
Triple Crown
Strebor
Urban Books